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PAPER- I : LAW AND SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION IN INDIA

1. Discuss whether the Law is an instrument of Social challenge or because of social
change Law comes into existence.
2. Discuss the constitutional guarantees to Linguistic minorities
3. Discuss the Impact of modernization of social institutions through Law.
4. Discuss the impact of industrialization on environment protection and the Law relating to
it
5. Discuss the concept of plea bargaining in criminal Law.
PAPER- II : INDIAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW : NEW CHALLENGES
1. Discuss the Right to education in India and the impact of commercialization of
education.
2. Examine centre’s responsibility when there is internal Disturbance within states.
3. Critically analyze the position of women and her status of India. What is empowerment
of women in Indian context?
4. Examine and analyze compensation Jurisprudence and its Emergence.
5. Critically ad analyze the origin and emergence of Judicial Activism
PAPER-III: JUDICIAL PROCESS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Explain the tools and techniques adopted by the judiciary in the process of its creativity.
Explain the concept and various theories of Justice in western thought.
Explain the judicial process where in the constitutional goals and values are achieved.
Discuss the problems of accountability and judicial law making
Describe the theories of Justice and their relationship in the context of Indian social
ordering.
PAPER-IV: COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AND TRADE UNIONS

1. Explain the constitutional and legal aspects of Right to Association in India.
2. Examine the legal control of collective bargaining endeavors
3. Explain the problem of political processes on collective bargaining and affiliation of
unions to political parties.
4. Examine the role of trade unions in India for economic development.
5. Write short notes on any TWO of the following.
(a) Work discipline
(b) Multi unionism
(c) Picketing
(d) Second National Commission on Labour.

PAPER-V: WAGES
1. Explain in brief constitutional perspectives on wages.
2. Explain the wage differentials in private and public sector, is there any rational policy or
it is unjust practice.
3. Discuss the problems and perspectives of national wage policy
4. Explain the concept of wages in Multi National Corporations and impact of globalization
5. Explain the Role of I.L.O. relating to wages.
PAPER-VI: INDUSTRIAL ADJUDICATION
1. Discuss the access of Adjudicatory justice and limitations.
2. Explain the emergence of Jurisprudence of Industrial Adjudicatory through write and
appeals.
3. Explain the role of equity and justice in harmonizing interests of employer and employee.
4. Explain the Judicial formulation of the concept of industry in India.
5. Explain the term ‘Retrenchment’ and the widening dimensions through judicial decisions.
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Paper – I : LEGAL EDUCATION AND LEGAL RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Write a note on ‘Clinical Legal Education’.
It is commented that achieving accuracy and objectivity in social sciences research is
difficult. Do you agree?
What is ‘Research Design’? What are its essential components?
What is a sample? Discuss the various methods of selecting a sample.
Write short notes on any TWO of the following.
(a) Participant observation
(b) Scaling techniques
(c) Experimental research
(d) Use of computers in legal research
PAPER-II: LAW RELATING TO CIVIL SERVANTS
Discuss the Principle of protective discrimination ‘relating to civil servants with the help
of case law.
Critically examine the service conditions of civil servants in India.
Explain the constitution, powers and functions of Union Public Service Commission.
Explain the necessity of judicial intervention in service matters of civil servants.
Discuss the scope and jurisdiction of administrative Tribunals in India.
Paper – III : SOCIAL SECURITY OF LAW
“The concept of social security is bases on the ideals of human dignity and social
justice”. Explain.
Explain the various conditions necessary for claiming compensation in cases of industrial
injuries under Workmen’s Compensation Act.
What is maternity benefit? Explain the important features of the Maternity Benefit Act.
What are the provisions relating to eligibility for disablement benefit under Employees
State Insurance Act.
Enumerate the purposes for which the Employees Sate Insurance Fund can be expended
under E.S.I. Act
Paper-IV – AGRICULTURAL LABOUR
“Agricultural labourers are mostly exploited by their land owners in all times”. If agree
this statement what measures you suggest for protecting the rights of agricultural
labourers.
“Collective bargaining is an essential element of economic democracy for arriving at a
commonly agreed solution”, is it possible it possible to practice in agricultural sector.
Write a note on statutory and non-statutory existing measures for the labour welfare in
India.
Explain the different strategies for unionizing the agricultural labourers in India.
Discuss Government of India reports on agricultural labour and their recommendations.

